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INTRODUCTION
The City of Woodstock is undertaking a Transportation Master Plan (TMP) study. The
objective of the TMP is to develop a comprehensive plan that will:


review existing transportation infrastructure, and traffic operations and downtown
parking facilities;



review future transportation system improvements to accommodate urban growth
and changes in travel characteristics in the City; and



develop an implementation strategy to satisfy short term and longer term
transportation needs.

Master Plans are long range plans which integrate infrastructure requirements for existing
and future land use with environmental assessment planning principles, as defined by the
Municipal Class Environmental Assessment (EA) document (October 2000, as amended
in 2007). The Master Plan EA process provides a framework for the planning of a group
of related projects, or an overall system, which can better define the need and justification
for individual projects. Master Plan studies differ from project specific studies as follows:


The scope of Master Plans is broad and usually includes an analysis of the system to
outline a framework for future works and development



Master Plans typically recommend a series of works / projects that are distributed
throughout the study and are to be implemented over an extended period of time



Master plans provide the context for the implementation of specific projects over an
extended period of time

The Transportation Master Plan for this study is prepared under the requirements of the
Municipal Class EA document and satisfies, as a minimum requirement, Phases 1 and 2
of the Class EA process. The processes involved with each of the two phases are:
Phase 1:

Problems and Opportunities
 identification and description of problems to be addressed or
opportunities to be realized
 public consultation

Phase 2:

Alternative Solutions
 identification of Alternative Solutions
 consultation with review agencies and the public
 preliminary identification of recommended solution
 confirmation of preferred solution (the Master Plan)
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PURPOSE OF PUBLIC CONSULTATION CENTRE #2
Public Information Centres (PIC) are part of the overall consultation program for this
project and are designed to involve stakeholders early and throughout the study process,
to aid in identifying public concerns and to assist in the development of the
Transportation Master Plan.
The purpose of the second Public Information Centre (PIC) was to review and obtain
public comments on the alternatives / opportunities under consideration as well as the
study recommendations.
It should be noted that a PIC for two Schedule ‘B’ projects, reconstruction of Springbank
Avenue and reconstruction of Athlone Avenue, was held at the some time as the TMP
PIC.

3.

LOCATION, DATE, TIME
The PIC was held at the following location:
June 9, 2010
6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. (Drop-in)
7:00 p.m. Presentation
City Council Chambers, City Hall
500 Dundas Street
Woodstock

4.

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
The Notice of PIC #2 was placed in The Oxford Review (May 27th and June 3rd) and
Woodstock Sentinel-Review (May 28th and June 4th), as well as posted on the City’s
website, to notify the public of the upcoming information centre. Individual letters were
also sent out to specific stakeholders including review agencies and First Nations, as
described below. In addition, the County of Oxford, the Chamber of Commerce and the
Woodstock BIA were notified. Copies of the notice and letters are included in
Attachment A.
Federal and Provincial


Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency



CN Rail



Canadian Pacific Railway



Environment Canada



Fisheries and Oceans Canada



Indian and Northern Affairs
 Environment & Natural Resources Lands and Trusts Services
 Specific Claims Branch
 Comprehensive Claims Branch
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 Litigation Management and Resolution Branch


Transport Canada



Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs



Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs



Ministry of Culture



Ministry of the Environment



Ministry of Municipal Affairs & Housing



Ministry of Natural Resources



Ministry of Transportation



Upper Thames River Conservation Authority



Ontario Realty Corporation



Hydro One Networks Inc.

First Nations

5.



Aamjiwnaang First Nation



Caldwell First Nation



Chippewas of Kettle & Stony Point



Chippewas of Saugeen



Chippewas of the Thames



Delaware Nation (Moravian of the Thames)



Mississaugas of the New Credit First Nation



Munsee-Delaware Nation



Oneida Nation of the Thames



Six Nations of the Grand River Territory



Kkejwanong Territory (Walpole Island)



Haudenosaunee Confederacy Council



Chiefs of Ontario

ATTENDANCE
The following City of Woodstock and Consultant staff were in attendance at the PICs to answer
questions and to discuss the study with the public:
City of Woodstock


David Creery – City Engineer



Harold de Haan – Deputy City Engineer
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McCormick Rankin Corporation


Ted Gill – Project Manager



Mark Vandersluis



Leslie Green

Approximately 30 individuals signed-in at the PIC. In addition, the Mayor of Woodstock
(Michael Harding) and Mayor of East Zorra-Tavistock (Don McKay) attended the PIC.

6.

DISPLAY PANELS
The information provided at the PIC was presented to the public through a series of
display panels and included the following:


Welcome



Purpose



EA Study Approach



PIC #1 Summary



Traffic Operations



Traffic Operations (Cont’d)



Traffic Operations (Cont’d)



Rail Crossings



Rail Crossing of Hunter Street



Implications of Growth of Travel



Implications of Growth of Travel (Cont’d)



Traffic Operations Forecasts



Network Performance Forecasts



Screenline and Intersection Analysis Exhibit



400-Series Highway Corridors



Truck Routes



Truck Routes Exhibit



Road Classifications



Road Classifications (Cont’d)



Road Classifications Exhibit



Best Practice for Traffic Control Devices



Best Practice for Traffic Control Devices (Cont’d)



Pedestrian Crossings of Primary Roads
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Pedestrian Crossings of Primary Roads (Cont’d)



Pedestrian Crossings Exhibit



The Pedestrian Domain



Draft Pedestrian Charter



Cycling



Cycling (Cont’d)



Cycling Exhibit



Downtown Parking



Parking Policy



Transit and Para-transit



Next Steps



We Value Your Input

The display panels are included in Attachment B.

7.

FORMAT
The PIC was arranged as an open house between 6:30 p.m. and 8:30 pm., with a formal
presentation at 7:00 p.m. followed by a brief question and answer session. The
presentation was filmed and broadcasted on the local television network in Woodstock.
In addition, individuals were also provided the opportunity to return to the Drop-in centre
to speak to staff one-on-one.
During the open house, those who attended could review the available display panels and
discuss the study with City Staff and the Consultants. Individuals attending the PIC were
asked to sign a register. Attendees were provided with a comment sheet and were invited
to complete comment sheets at the meeting or to provide any further comments by June
18, 2010 via phone, mail, e-mail or fax. The display panels at the PICs were also made
available in the Public Notices section of the City of Woodstock website
(www.city.woodstock.on.ca).

8.

WRITTEN COMMENTS
Five comment sheets were submitted at the PIC. Prior to the PIC, 1 comment was
received and subsequent to the PIC, 8 comment sheets were received. All comments
received as a result of PIC #2 are included in Table 8-1, the key comments focussing on:


Pedestrian Network



Cycling Route/Network
 Integration with the Woodstock Trail Master Plan
 Additional cycle routes
 Cyclist safety
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 Bike lane design


Parking policy



Truck routes
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Exhibit 8-1 Written Comments Received
#
A-1

M-1

RESPONSE / FUTURE COURSE OF ACTION

COMMENTS RECEIVED
Email – May 29, 2010
Thank you for your letter dated May 25, 2010 advising of the June 9, 2010 PIC.
There will be no CN representative on the date suggested, We trust however you
will keep us informed on matters that affect the Railway.
Email – June 18, 2010
Thank you for the presentation of the proposed transportation master plan. I
think it was serendipity that this was in the same week that Gil Penalosa, 8-80
Cities, was in Woodstock. My understanding is that the master plan was to focus
primarily on the movement of vehicles within the city of Woodstock. I applaud
you for responding to public input and more closely examining pedestrian and
cycling issues.
Due to increasing pressures on our environment and rising inactivity and obesity
rates, our communities need a community design structure that will encourage
people to readily opt to walk or cycle to close destinations and to use public
transit more frequently. An infrastructure that increases the safety and
desirability of engaging in active transportation will increase the likelihood of a
healthier and more active population.
With its relatively small size, about 7 km north to south and 7 km east to west,
this is Woodstock’s opportunity to increase the number of walking and cycling
trips and be a more active community.
Transportation is more than driving, it is walking, cycling, and public transit. In all
street and intersection construction and reconfiguration, these 3 modes of travel
need to be given high priority, including safety and access considerations. We
also need to work more closely with retail developers to insure that transit,
bicycle and pedestrian access from the street, through their parking lots, is
clearly defined. Bicycle racks on buses and bicycle parking in highly visible
locations throughout the city is also needed.
We need to ask ourselves, where is it that people want to go and what is the
most direct route for them to reach their destinations points? If the bicycle
accommodation is built on roads that take people on a round-about route, they
will not use it.

MAILED RESPONSE – June 03/10
On behalf of the City of Woodstock, thank you for attending the June 9, 2010
Public Information Centre (PIC) #2 for the Woodstock Transportation Master
Plan and PIC for both the Springbank Avenue North Class Environmental
Assessment (EA) Study and Athlone Avenue Class EA Study.
Thank you for your support of the preferred option for the Springbank Avenue
North Class EA Study.
As well, thank you for your comments regarding the study for Athlone Avenue.
Because of the immediate requirements for the Springbank Avenue project all
comments for Athlone will be addressed at a later date.
It is a goal of the TMP to set out recommendations for the improvements to
infrastructure that are designed to promote active transportation. It is intended
that the TMP will have regard to all modes of transportation in the City of
Woodstock within a sustainable framework, and your detailed comments
regarding supporting infrastructure and policies will be reflected.
The draft potential bicycle network provides a basis for a more in depth study,
showing possible routing that connects different areas of the city. The
Transportation Master Plan will encourage connectivity of both bicycle and
walking routes that would be complete and integrated. It is intended that a
cycling network would complement the recently completed Trails Master Plan
in providing a comprehensive network serving user groups of all abilities.
It is believed that the Pedestrian Charter presented in PIC #2 is a firm starting
point towards Woodstock becoming a friendlier city towards active
transportation. Your suggestion for a more inclusive charter will be reflected in
the TMP document.

The inclusion of connecting pathways for pedestrian and cycling use should be
included as part of the transportation infrastructure in any new development.

It is agreed that bicycle education is an important step in assuring bicyclists
are safer on the roadways. The TMP will take into account your comments and
include any recommendations on this.

It was good to see a Pedestrian Charter in the proposed plan and I support this.

Please be advised that the Project File for the Springbank Avenue North Class
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COMMENTS RECEIVED

RESPONSE / FUTURE COURSE OF ACTION

However, I think this should be expanded to include more than just pedestrians.
Enclosed is a copy of the Active Communities Charter, recently adopted by the
County of Lambton and is an example of a more inclusive charter.
In the proposed changes to Springbank Ave., I am pleased to see the inclusion
of bike lanes. I think that Option 1 is the preferred option, where the bike lane
goes straight and allows for a separate right hand turning lane. The cyclist needs
to position him/her self in anticipation of where in the lane they need to be after
they go through the intersection.
I urge you to reconsider your plans for Athlone Avenue. To not include bicycle
accommodation is a travesty. Better to do it now, while it is under construction
than to later rue that decision and go back to do it again, at more expense.
The proposed master plan indicates the need for community education on
sharing the road and safer bike riding practices. There is a bicycle safety
committee that presently includes representation from Woodstock Public Works,
Woodstock Bylaw enforcement and Woodstock City Police. This committee can
work with the city to do more public education. CanBIKE is a certified road
cycling education program that could be used as part of this education initiative.
We need to train more instructors and determine provision and promotion of the
program.
I think that a cycling advisory committee should be created to work with the City
and to move this plan forward. This could be a sub-committee of the bicycle
safety committee and would need to include commuter cyclists as well as
recreational cyclists. It is the users who are aware of some of the difficulties of
cycling in Woodstock.

P-1

Thank you for your consideration. Looking forward to some exciting changes in
Woodstock.
Email – June 8, 2010
We would like to be added to the study mailing list and we also would like to
voice our concerns for adding a bus route back to Ferguson Drive.
My wife & I own & run a 40 bed retirement home, Langdon Retirement Villa, on
196 Ferguson Drive and feel that the added bus route would help accommodate
our 40 Seniors as well as some of our 20 Staff members that do not drive.

P-2

1.

Bicycle lanes should be physically separated from motor vehicle traffic.
Motor vehicles do not respect printed bicycle lane markings. There are
inexpensive ways to accommodate a physical barrier such as posts in the
road or using a parking lane to separate automobile traffic from cyclists.

McCORMICK RANKIN CORPORATION

Environmental Assessment Study, which was prepared in accordance with the
requirements of Schedule ‘B’ of the Municipal Class Environmental
Assessment process, will be filed. The Project File is being filed for a 30 day
review period as per the attached Notice, starting on Tuesday July 6, 2010.
In addition, you will receive notification when the Project File for the
Transportation Master Plan and Athlone Avenue Class EA is available for
public review.
RESPONSE FOR ATHLONE CLASS EA
On behalf of the City of Woodstock, thank you for providing comments on the
Athlone Avenue Class Environmental Assessment (EA) Study.
Further to your comments, please note that as part of the proposed
Transportation Master Plan (TMP), it is recommended that Juliana Drive be
part of the potential bicycle network. Juliana Drive is the parallel road
immediately north of Athlone Avenue and would be more appropriate. Athlone
Avenue, as part of the proposed TMP, is recommended to be part of the truck
route system. In addition, the majority of properties that can be accessed by a
bike on Athlone Avenue can be accessed via Juliana Drive.
You will receive notification when the Project File for the Athlone Avenue
Class EA is available for public
Should you have any further questions or comments, please do not hesitate to
contact the undersigned.

Email- June 8, 2010

We will add you to the mailing list.

The current study will not be looking at revisions to the busing routes
though. Bus routes were changed last year as a result of a different study
that included public input. Due to how recently they were revised, it is not
intended to reinvestigate this matter at this time.

RESPONSE
On behalf of the City of Woodstock, thank you for attending the June 9, 2010
Public Information Centre (PIC) #2 for the Woodstock Transportation Master
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COMMENTS RECEIVED
2.

RESPONSE / FUTURE COURSE OF ACTION

I support the sustainable transportation hierarchy and the principle of putting
pedestrians and cyclists at the top of the hierarchy. In order to make the
downtown core more pedestrian friendly I recommend that more streets be
converted to pedestrian only spaces, for example, Market St and Finkle St.
between Dundas and Peel St.

Plan and PIC for both the Springbank Avenue North Class Environmental
Assessment (EA) Study and Athlone Avenue Class EA Study.
While cyclists sometimes prefer physical separation of bike lanes from
travelled lanes, research into statistics relating to bicycle collisions indicates
that only 5-10% of all car-bicycle collisions are car-overtaking-bicycle in
nature, which is the main type of collision that separated bike lanes are
intended to prevent if designed properly. Studies have indicated that
approximately 75-90% of all car-bike collisions involve turning or crossing
movements (i.e. at intersections). Studies have also indicated that there is a
greater incidence of injuries (approximately 25%) for cyclists on separated
cycle paths at intersections, because of the separation of bicycles (vehicles)
from motorized vehicles except at intersections and driveways. The main
cause of this is that cyclists are outside the flow of traffic on these paths and
therefore motorists are not expecting them to enter an intersection at high
speeds unexpectedly.
Furthermore, separated lanes also require more property, they are more
expensive to construct and they introduce other issues such as drainage,
cleaning of debris and snow ploughing. Finally, separated lanes interfere with
curb side activities such as efficient garbage and recycling pick up.
The provision of marked bike lanes has gained acceptance as best practice on
collector roads. Separated lanes and multi-use trails are more appropriate for
the locations identified in the recently completed Trails Master Plan.
Thank you for your support of the sustainable transportation hierarchy. Your
comment regarding pedestrian only spaces in the downtown core has been
noted. The study has not contemplated closing roads to vehicular traffic, but
there is certainly an intent to promote active transportation and a sustainable
transportation hierarchy in Woodstock, and this may be applied to Market
Street in future. In general the roadway is already very pedestrian friendly.
Please be advised that you will receive notification when the Project File for
the Transportation Master Plan is available for public review.

P-3





No truck route (formal route) down Winnett/Oxford to get through
Woodstock. Obviously you must access “The Tube” from these roads.
Integrate cycle network with trail master plan that can also utilize cutthroughs & neighbourhood street connectors to parks
Must connect Sally Creek with Rd. 30 soon.

McCORMICK RANKIN CORPORATION

RESPONSE
On behalf of the City of Woodstock, thank you for attending the June 9, 2010
Public Information Centre (PIC) #2 for the Woodstock Transportation Master
Plan and PIC for both the Springbank Avenue North Class Environmental
Assessment (EA) Study and Athlone Avenue Class EA Study.
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COMMENTS RECEIVED

RESPONSE / FUTURE COURSE OF ACTION
The truck route will be reviewed by MRC and Winniett/Oxford will be
qualitatively compared to alternate routes.
The proposed base network presented during PIC #2 made connections
between the existing trails master plan and proposed bicycle lanes on roads. It
is recommended in the TMP that any more studies regarding the bicycle
network involve connections between road based bicycle lanes and off-road
bicycle trails.
The City of Woodstock has future plans for a road connecting Sally Creek to
County Road 30.
Please be advised that you will receive notification when the Project File for
the Transportation Master Plan is available for public review.

P-4

I’m concerned about cycling safety and the use of such alternate transportation.
It seems clear that the attention paid in this presentation to cycle routes
responds to stated concerns from PI Centre #1. It also seems clear that these
proposals are highly secondary, with no request from Council to back it or propel
it. This is discouraging.

promote bicycle parking
o prime example: Woodstock Collegiate Institute

make sure all grates along curbs run perpendicular to bicycle travel and
never parallel: i.e. catch basin covers

make continuous safe routes for bicycle travel throughout city.

RESPONSE
On behalf of the City of Woodstock, thank you for attending the June 9, 2010
Public Information Centre (PIC) #2 for the Woodstock Transportation Master
Plan and PIC for both the Springbank Avenue North Class Environmental
Assessment (EA) Study and Athlone Avenue Class EA Study.
The TMP will include a recommendation for improvement to all aspects of the
bicycle network including expanded bicycle parking at major attractions
(downtown Woodstock, schools, the new transit terminal, southern commercial
district)
The TMP will also recommend that all roadways have regard to all
transportation alternatives, including the use of bicyclefriendly curb grates
Please be advised that you will receive notification when the Project File for
the Transportation Master Plan is available for public review.

P-5

1.

2.

3.

I’m not sure what the “Next Steps” are for an “in depth” cycle network
assessment and how we move forward. Most comments received regarding
the transportation Master Plan are regarding a cycle network. Please let us
move forward towards a cycle assessment.
Also if only 50% of downtown parking spaces are being utilized, could we
not eliminate 1-2 spaces per block and have a bike park/bike rack where 10
bicycles could be housed. Finding a bike rack downtown often takes 10
minutes.
Separated (physical/barrier) separation for bike lanes are statistically
necessary for cyclist safety. Painted lanes have been shown repeatedly to

McCORMICK RANKIN CORPORATION

RESPONSE
On behalf of the City of Woodstock, thank you for attending the June 9, 2010
Public Information Centre (PIC) #2 for the Woodstock Transportation Master
Plan and PIC for both the Springbank Avenue North Class Environmental
Assessment (EA) Study and Athlone Avenue Class EA Study.
Next steps for an in depth cycle network assessment would be the initiation of
a new project dedicated entirely to the creation of a bicycle network. This
project would have the scope available to provide more detail and staging
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COMMENTS RECEIVED
be disregarded by vehicular traffic.

RESPONSE / FUTURE COURSE OF ACTION
measures.
The TMP will be recommending that bicycle parking locations be increased
throughout the city and especially in higher traffic areas such as the downtown
business area.
While cyclists sometimes prefer physical separation of bike lanes from
travelled lanes, research into statistics relating to bicycle collisions indicates
that only 5-10% of all car-bicycle collisions are car-overtaking-bicycle in
nature, which is the main type of collision that separated bike lanes are
intended to prevent if designed properly. Studies have indicated that
approximately 75-90% of all car-bike collisions involve turning or crossing
movements (i.e. at intersections). Studies have also indicated that there is a
greater incidence of injuries (approximately 25%) for cyclists on separated
cycle paths at intersections, because of the separation of bicycles (vehicles)
from motorized vehicles except at intersections and driveways. The main
cause of this is that cyclists are outside the flow of traffic on these paths and
therefore motorists are not expecting them to enter an intersection at high
speeds unexpectedly.
Furthermore, separated lanes also require more property, they are more
expensive to construct and they introduce other issues such as drainage,
cleaning of debris and snow ploughing. Finally, separated lanes interfere with
curb side activities such as efficient garbage and recycling pick up.
The provision of marked bike lanes has gained acceptance as best practice on
collector roads. Separated lanes and multi-use trails are more appropriate for
the locations identified in the recently completed Trails Master Plan.
Please be advised that you will receive notification when the Project File for
the Transportation Master Plan is available for public review.

P-6




Good to see walking/pedestrian safety. Very important to address
accessibility issues.
Well done.

RESPONSE
On behalf of the City of Woodstock, thank you for attending the June 9, 2010
Public Information Centre (PIC) #2 for the Woodstock Transportation Master
Plan and PIC for both the Springbank Avenue North Class Environmental
Assessment (EA) Study and Athlone Avenue Class EA Study.
Please be advised that you will receive notification when the Project File for
the Transportation Master Plan is available for public review.

P-7

Email – June 15, 2010
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COMMENTS RECEIVED

RESPONSE / FUTURE COURSE OF ACTION

Thank you for sharing the Transportation Master Plan with or community. The
very title however sounds very corporate driven and pollution focused. I would
have called it the lifestyle or community improvement plan.

Some suggestions worth considering include:

The mere suggestion of increasing the number of traffic lanes in some areas
are not important features for myself or my young family. We want safer
spaces to travel by bicycles. We are not looking at increasing paved spaces
for bikes only and do not mind sharing the space with dog walkers or skate
boarders as we do along the dam trails in our city. A gravelled or mulched
area would be better at improving drainage to the space and act as a traffic
slowing measure.

We want a safe space for young bikes to learn how to ride without the risk of
veering into traffic or the worry of getting too far ahead of mom and not
paying attention to traffic signs. We want to be able to bike ride together
from the north end to the south end of the city to see a ball game without
travelling down a hi-way such as 59 south or Springbank Ave. where people
treat the road as a highway.

We need traffic slowing measures for areas where motorized and nonmotorized vehicles meet such as narrowing to single lanes.

I do not like the ideas of road sharrows. These type of road signs and traffic
expectations are intimidating for a new bike rider and often ignored by
drivers as evidenced in downtown Toronto on BT most mornings.

I would prefer to see a separation of bike paths from regular traffic with a
barrier that young bikers or wild new automobile drivers can not easily
merge into.

I hope we can improve the safety, air quality and fitness of the old and the
young in our beautiful town.

On behalf of the City of Woodstock, thank you for attending the June 9, 2010
Public Information Centre (PIC) #2 for the Woodstock Transportation Master
Plan and PIC for both the Springbank Avenue North Class Environmental
Assessment (EA) Study and Athlone Avenue Class EA Study.

While increasing the number of lanes is not considered important to you, in
some cases it is necessary to support balanced growth of the City of
Woodstock. That being said, the TMP also provides measures for increasing
safety and comfort for cyclists through the City of Woodstock. However, it
should be recognized that an important part of cycling safety falls upon the
cyclist to learn and properly execute proper cycling techniques the same way
one would expect a motorist to learn and execute proper driving techniques. If
there is education in place for both parties, it is less likely for mistakes to be
made and less chance of collisions between the two road users.
Sharrows should not be intimidating to a new bike rider, as they deliver a
message to all road users that the roadway is intended to be shared. In fact,
studies show that motorists generally reduce their speed more for sharrows
and shared lanes than roadways with bike lanes.
While cyclists sometimes prefer physical separation of bike lanes from
travelled lanes, research into statistics relating to bicycle collisions indicates
that only 5-10% of all car-bicycle collisions are car-overtaking-bicycle in
nature, which is the only type of collision that separated bike lanes are
intended to prevent if designed properly. Studies have indicated that
approximately 75-90% of all car-bike collisions involve turning or crossing
movements (i.e. at intersections). Studies have also indicated that there is a
greater incidence of injuries (approximately 25%) for cyclists on separated
cycle paths at intersections, because of the separation of bicycles (vehicles)
from motorized vehicles except at intersections and driveways. The main
cause of this is that cyclists are outside the flow of traffic on these paths and
therefore motorists are not expecting them to enter an intersection at high
speeds unexpectedly.
Furthermore, separated lanes also require more property, they are more
expensive to construct and they introduce other issues such as drainage,
cleaning of debris and snow ploughing. Finally, separated lanes interfere with
curb side activities such as efficient garbage and recycling pick up.
The provision of marked bike lanes has gained acceptance as best practice on
collector roads. Separated lanes and multi-use trails are more appropriate for
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COMMENTS RECEIVED

RESPONSE / FUTURE COURSE OF ACTION
the locations identified in the recently completed Trails Master Plan.
Please be advised that you will receive notification when the Project File for
the Transportation Master Plan is available for public review.

P-8

Email – June 10, 2010

RESPONSE

As per a discussion we had towards the end of the evening, here is my
feedback. I would really appreciate it if you could acknowledge receipt, as I
know that things can get lost in transmission.

On behalf of the City of Woodstock, thank you for attending the June 9, 2010
Public Information Centre (PIC) #2 for the Woodstock Transportation Master
Plan and PIC for both the Springbank Avenue North Class Environmental
Assessment (EA) Study and Athlone Avenue Class EA Study.

First off, I applaud the 'Charter' concept presented as being a sound and
noteworthy vision for the future, but unfortunately I would suggest that more
needs to be done in order to truly justify its existence and credibility. (I agree with
Stephen Nelson, recently retired Chief Librarian for the City of Woodstock, who
spoke first in response to requests for comments and questions. He expressed
that there was some good 'talk' but we need to walk that talk.
That said, the plan as outlined still very much identifies motorized traffic as the
primary and fundamental focus, upon which the overall plan is hinged, with
everything else (pedestrian, cycling, community reinvigoration) etc. being
secondary and/or reactive in design and planning. This is disappointing, as the
time is urgent to work towards the development of a more holistic and forward
thinking plan, and not a plan premised upon the convenience of and allure to
drivers which has been the situation for decades. I recognize that we will never
entirely eliminate motorized traffic, but it is conceivable to locally encourage, and
perhaps even demand on principle, the reduction of vehicle reliance. It is critical
that understanding the programmed psychology behind vehicle usage and
dependence in moving forward, and that offsetting measures be integrated into
the plan to address this when looking towards the further development or
redesigning of our urban landscape.
Some thoughts to consider, in particular relevant to Dundas Street and
adjoining streets:
With most if not all properties on Dundas Street having a back entrance to their
properties (for delivery / access purposes), it is conceivable that Dundas Street
truck and car access could be avoided other than in emergency vehicle / special
need situations. How? One way traffic flow on Hunter / Simcoe Streets
occurring in alternate directions. This would serve to allow a more vibrant
pedestrian / social hub to evolve directly on Dundas Street in what is perceived
as the downtown core, where there have been ongoing struggles to maintain a
healthy business presence and yet the potential for strategic re-invigoration

McCORMICK RANKIN CORPORATION

Thank you for your support of the ‘Charter’ concept. It is believed that the
Pedestrian Charter presented in PIC #2 is a firm starting point towards
Woodstock becoming a friendlier city towards active transportation. Your
suggestion for a more extensive credible charter will be reflected in the TMP
document for consideration by Council.
The plan, while comprehensively addressing motorized traffic, also promotes
active transportation in the context of a sustainable transportation strategy.
Matters such as an improved pedestrian domain and appropriate signal timing
plans are being addressed. The presentation boards at the PIC focused
equally on motorized traffic and active transportation.
Access to Hunter/Princess and Simcoe/Peel is constrained due to turning radii
needed by trucks. If these two roads were to be included as part of the truck
route, intersections would need to be expanded to accommodate the trucks.
Additionally, sections of both of these roads pass through residential
neighbourhoods as compared to Dundas St which is commercial. Conversion
of Hunter/Princess to one-way is not being contemplated because of the
potential effect on wayfinding and accessibility. Many municipalities have
reverted one-way streets to two-way for those reasons.
Your comments regarding bicycle Lanes are noted. The study team is
reviewing alternative strategies for a potential cycle network.
As stated during the PIC and in the TMP, it is suggested that parking fees be
doubled from their present cost, and variable time duration for paid lots be
implemented. While the two hour free on-street parking is recommended to be
continued, increased enforcement and a future change to paid parking should
be considered.
One of the goals of the TMP is to encourage active transportation, and the use
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definitely exists with the right game plan and conscientious implementation.
On Hunter/Simcoe Streets, since it would be one way motorized traffic flow, this
could also allow for safely designed bicycle traffic lanes (either one/both way on
each of these streets?). This would still allow access to Dundas Street to rear
entrances, and cyclists could walk and then park their bikes at accessible bike
parking when arriving on Dundas Street. I am not sure that actual bike 'traffic'
would be advisable on Dundas Street if an ultimate goal would be to make
Dundas Street a 'walkable community hub'. ???
This could coordinate with the development of more centralized and interactive
social and business related initiatives within the area, as space is opened up for
such opportunities. It would also be a perfect opportunity to develop landscaping
features, preferably native to promote that concept within a highly visible area of
the city, to make the area that much more inviting, again adding incentive for
individuals to both shop and socialize in the downtown core. This may help keep
the locals more local in terms of their shopping preferences. Natural
landscaping initiatives may become highly relevant within the city, if we work to
population densification rather than sprawling, so that people have both a sense
of community, beauty and nature within walking/busing/biking distance within the
city limits.

of sharrows is considered a viable tool. The use of sharrows is gaining
acceptance in many jurisdictions, and is appropriate in some circumstances.
However, we do recognize that implementation must be done carefully, and
the TMP will reflect that strategy.
Your comments and suggestions relating to natural landscaping, opportunities
to change the mindset of residents, and means to reduce auto dependence
are noted, and have been forwarded on to the city.
Please be advised that you will receive notification when the Project File for
the Transportation Master Plan is available for public review.

I might also suggest that one way to minimize auto dependence is to increase
parking fees to discourage auto and parking dependence. I myself have been
guilty of making more than one trip per day, some of which might well have been
easily travelled by bike, bus or walking. We too often take the path of least
resistance. People may spout their anger, but we are well conditioned to expect
convenience and immediacy, and that is a slow process to 'unlearn'. Please
don't let such 'in the moment' thinking be what leads your common sense
judgement and your professional decision making.
The proposed suggestion in the current plan to incorporate sharrows does not
really focus upon moving 'forward' in terms of a sustainable or forward thinking
transportation or community development model. b) Using sharrows on busy
streets with two way traffic and parking on both sides of the street truly results a
dangerous situation for both auto drivers and pedestrians. Also, in no way would
this strategy allow for the invigoration of a healthy and pedestrian focused
downtown core, which should be a goal of the transportation plan as I noted
above.
With the price of oil predicted to increase as supply fluctuates / drops, and
related transportation system maintenance a chronic factor, now seems like the
time to create a 'mindset shift' at both the political and municipal administration
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layers, but also through educating and actively engaging the community. It is
perhaps a little like the 'Field of Dreams', "Build it, and they shall come." It is of
course not that easy in real life, but it certainly won't happen without a concerted
effort.
Some of the benefits: Less downtown traffic congestion, less air emissions in
the area, less risk of pedestrian / biker injuries, heightened community
cohesiveness, increased local business development, longevity and security is
quite possible, increased physical, emotional and psychological health of citizens
who are encouraged/buy into taking a more active role in their own overall
health. Woodstock could also become a greater tourist destination if plans such
as those above are developed with a creative and inviting flair.
As I also stated, the time is 'now' to think ahead. As was stated at the 8-80's
Cities presentation on Monday which I am assuming you have observed, too
often we are still using the 'rear view mirror' rather than the front windshield from
which to plan our future. It is of course not the first time I have heard the 8-80
Cities general principles stated, as other countries appear to be well ahead of
Canada in regards to building vibrant community centres and cities. We do not
need to reinvent the wheel. Of course I would like to see more pedestrian/bicycle
paths throughout the city and in the plan, but it is the efficient use of diminishing
resources and local community regeneration which ultimately concerns me, and
not backing ourselves into a corner from which it would be hard to untangle
ourselves.
I would also be curious to know:

What percentage of the vehicle traffic shops in the downtown core are local
residents as compared to out of town visitors? Do we have / could we have
any measurements in this regard? To me, if we could assure that actual
residents are encouraged to utilize public transit, walk or bike wherever
feasible which is more than people currently assume), we could improve
both traffic and parking conditions overall. This would also reduce parking
challenges for out-of-town visitors, whom hopefully would prefer to visit a
community which has a unique richness as compared to a bunch of stores
scattered along a street, many of which are closed or in fear of closing
under the present model.
P-9

Email – June 16/10

Springbank Ave. reconstruction.
1.
2.

MAILED RESPONSE – June 03/10

is there any other option for street parking (local and time allowance)
especially for the members of the 2 churches across from each other?
would there be any room to have parking on only one side of the street and

McCORMICK RANKIN CORPORATION

On behalf of the City of Woodstock, thank you for attending the June 9, 2010
Public Information Centre (PIC) #2 for the Woodstock Transportation Master
Plan and PIC for both the Springbank Avenue North Class Environmental
Assessment (EA) Study and Athlone Avenue Class EA Study.
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a bike lane on the other?
it seems this study was to improve traffic flow, however I am very concerned
with the opposite. As the amount of lanes increase, it is likely the speed will
as well, EVEN though it is still posted for a 50kph zone.

For instance, just look to the double lane sections of Springbank south of
Dundas, and Lansdowne just north of Dundas. I have seen many motorists
travelling at 60 and 70 kph through those sections. There is even now a radar
sign posted at the Lansdowne / Nellis area to notify drivers of their speeds. It
seems someone wanted the speeds lowered!
The Springbank section north of Dundas is almost all residential with the
exception of the first section to Nellis - and there are lots of traffic turning there
(even trucks to Sertapak and Zehrs).
It seems that if the drivers are free to drive without any limits, their speeds will be
excessive.



As part of a potential cycle network identified in the proposed Transportation
Master Plan, bike lanes are proposed on both sides on the roadway to allow
for two-way travel. Two-way cycle routes on one side have been shown to be
a safety risk because of motorist expectations of normal traffic operations.
The preferred option for Springbank Avenue from Devonshire Avenue to
Canfield Crescent is to widen the roadway to include a two-way centre left-turn
lane. No additional travel lanes will be added. The two-way centre left-turn
lane will provide refuge for left-turning vehicles accessing the multiple
residential driveways and side streets.
In addition, Springbank Avenue from Canfield Crescent to Dundas Street will
be reduced from a 4-lane roadway (2 travel lanes in each direction) to 1 travel
lane in each direction and a two-way centre left-turn lane. As noted above, the
two-way centre left-turn lane will provide refuge for left-turning vehicles
accessing the multiple driveways and side streets.

Please consider this important SAFETY factor.
Do you know of any ways to keep the flow moving without providing an
opportunity for excessive speed?
Speed bumps, or S-bends?
4.

The preferred alternative is the removal of on-street parking on both sides of
the street. This is consistent with a Collector Road designation and with
current City of Woodstock by-laws. In addition, there is ample opportunity for
on-street parking on the numerous sidestreets, and both churches have large
parking lots as well as side and rear streets that allow on-street parking.

consideration for the bike lane to be adjacent to the sidewalk so there is a
curb separation between motor traffic and bikes/pedestrians?
A suggestion on downtown parking: keep downtown parking 2 hours on the
street and in the lots have 2 hour parking for customers and some all day
parking for employees working at the businesses in the core area.

The travel lane widths are proposed to be 3.3 m. Narrower lane widths and the
adjacent bike lanes and centre turn lane create a design domain that is
expected to reduce vehicle speeds. Drivers drive more cautiously when all
design elements are consistent with posted speed.
Based on the function on the road, implementation of speed bumps would not
be appropriate. In regards to implementing ‘S-bends’, it is proposed to
maintain the existing horizontal alignment of Springbank Avenue, as ‘S-bends’
would result in significant property impacts to the property owners adjacent to
the roadway.
While cyclists sometimes prefer physical separation of bike lanes from
travelled lanes, research into statistics relating to bicycle collisions indicates
that only 5-10% of all car-bicycle collisions are car-overtaking-bicycle in
nature, which is the main type of collision that separated bike lanes are
intended to prevent if designed properly. Studies have indicated that
approximately 75-90% of all car-bike collisions involve turning or crossing
movements (i.e. at intersections). Studies have also indicated that there is a
greater incidence of injuries (approximately 25%) for cyclists on separated
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cycle paths at intersections, because of the separation of bicycles (vehicles)
from motorized vehicles except at intersections and driveways. The main
cause of this is that cyclists are outside the flow of traffic on these paths and
therefore motorists are not expecting them to enter an intersection at high
speeds unexpectedly.
Furthermore, separated lanes also require more property, they are more
expensive to construct and they introduce other issues such as drainage,
cleaning of debris and snow ploughing. Finally, separated lanes interfere with
curb side activities such as efficient garbage and recycling pick up.
The provision of marked bike lanes has gained acceptance as best practice on
collector roads such as Springbank Avenue. Separated lanes and multi-use
trails are more appropriate for the locations identified in the recently completed
Trails Master Plan.
Your comment regarding parking has been noted.
Please be advised that the Project File for the Springbank Avenue North Class
Environmental Assessment Study, which was prepared in accordance with the
requirements of Schedule ‘B’ of the Municipal Class Environmental
Assessment process, will be filed. The Project File is being filed for a 30 day
review period as per the attached Notice, starting on Tuesday July 6, 2010.
In addition, you will receive notification when the Project File for the
Transportation Master Plan and Athlone Avenue Class EA is available for
public review.

P-10

Email – June 18/10
Let me start my comments by thanking you for an excellent presentation on
Wednesday evening. The detailed maps and information boards were most
helpful to understanding the overall scope of the transportation plan.
This Master Plan, as you stated, is a good template to allow the City to study the
flow of traffic and adjust as the City moves forward on improvements, changes
and new development.
Comments Specific to the A) Master Plan:
Addressing the needs of Pedestrians, Bicycles, Transit and Motorized Vehicles.
The Transportation Department is doing an excellent job on our streets with
direction from planning. Working with Planning and taking into consideration
pedestrians, bicyclists, transit system users and motorized vehicles, Woodstock
and Oxford County will be a happier, healthier vibrant county, utilizing to the best

McCORMICK RANKIN CORPORATION

MAILED RESPONSE – June 03/10
On behalf of the City of Woodstock, thank you for attending the June 9, 2010
Public Information Centre (PIC) #2 for the Woodstock Transportation Master
Plan and PIC for both the Springbank Avenue North Class Environmental
Assessment (EA) Study and Athlone Avenue Class EA Study.
Thank you for your comments. The study is recommending a widening of
sidewalks. It will also be recommending that new developments take into
account pedestrians and provide for sidewalks where applicable, in addition to
providing sidewalks on both sides of roadways where there is larger traffic
volumes and pedestrian need.
Part of the plan to develop a cycle network is to provide those same bicycle
users the alternate means of transportation you mentioned. However, it was
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advantage sidewalks, bicycle lanes, transit system and roads.
1) Pedestrians:
- Wider sidewalks in heavy traffic areas
- Development – assuring that Pedestrians are taken into account and
connect to existing sidewalk systems and transit stops
- Finishing existing sidewalks – examples, south side of Finkle Street passing
Southside Park, Vansittart north of overpass, west side to Sally Creek
housing development.
2) Bicycle: There are the trail users and leisure bicyclists and then there are
the people in Woodstock who use the bicycle as their mode of
transportation. Some suggestions and comments I have heard:
- Develop an overall plan of quieter streets that can be used in conjunction
with
existing pathways and roads for an alternate means of transportation
- Map showing quieter streets, walkways to access downtown, shopping
malls, and community facilities. On this map indicate where there are
bicycle racks at these busy facilities. Example: overpass at Reeve and
Main – conduit for all of downtown area – people walking and using bicycles
– if they use this overpass they have access to Southside Park, Community
Pool, Community Complex, Southgate Centre, Shopping Centre on south
side of city (you can cut through and come up at the lights by Canadian Tire
on Norwich).
- Bike lanes indicated and marked where busy streets must be used
- Work with School Boards to develop safe routes to the school, in existing
school areas and in new developing areas. Storage for bicycles and
skateboards. Focus from a health point of view would be walking and bicycle
routes. The focus from a safe point of view would be supervision on these
routes to keep our children safe while getting to and from school.
3) Transit System:
- Promote our transit system
- Safer access by pedestrians and bicyclists to use the bus at our largest
shopping mall on Norwich Avenue – more bike racks – well marked areas in
the parking lot – make it safe for pedestrians and bicycles
- New transit station – make it safe for pedestrians and bicycles to access the
buses – consider all surrounding areas, parking lots, streets and sidewalks
- Encourage student usage by issuing monthly bus pass to students within the
transit corridor but outside the designated walking distance from their
school.
- Relieve congestion at Secondary schools – have students connecting to
Transit system – suggestion made – do not know whether it is feasible or
not
- Ease of access for bicycles, strollers, walkers and other assistance devises
- Tax relief for citizens who take the bus to work. Partner with businesses.

mentioned that the plan in the TMP is only a beginning and a further study will
need to be completed.
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In PIC #2 an initial plan of a potential base bicycle network was presented.
During a further study of the bicycle network, integration with the recently
completed Trails Master Plan should facilitate the preparation of a complete
active transportation map for Woodstock.
School routes should continue to be considered when discussing active
transportation options. The TMP has already considered school routes when
discussing possible additional protected pedestrian crossings and the initial
draft of the potential bicycle network.
A Transit Improvement Strategy was completed in 2008, is currently being
implemented, and is an appropriate guide for transit service planning. The
TMP will encourage the City of Woodstock to continue to promote public
transit, while monitoring best practices for increasing transit ridership.
Previous studies have been completed regarding the new transit terminal. One
of the recommendations is a protected pedestrian crossing adjacent to the
station. This is supported by the TMP.
Currently there are reduced monthly passes available for all students to use.
As well, the Government of Canada offers a tax credit program to individuals
who buy weekly/monthly transit passes
(http://www.transitpass.ca/about_e.asp).
It is hoped that the design of the truck route and supporting informational and
directional signs will deter large trucks from using the downtown area as a
through route.
As part of the Transportation Master Plan it is recommended that signs around
the city direct trucks to through routes so as to not drive through the downtown
areas.
Roundabouts are used as a traffic control device at intersections, and not just
as a speed calming measure. There are more appropriate items that can be
used for traffic calming such as raised platforms, speed bumps and chicanes.
As part of the proposed Transportation Master Plan, it is proposed that the
classification of Springbank Avenue be changed from an arterial to a collector.
In addition, as part of the plan, implementation of a cycle network is
recommended. If the City of Woodstock proceeds with a further study on the
cycling network, your comments will be taken into consideration.
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4) Motorized Vehicles:
- Limit the number of large trucks accessing the downtown core to those with
a delivery mandate
- Large clear signage for directing trucks around the city for access to
Highways 59 north and south and Highway 2 west into London. Promote
less idling time, fewer stops and starts if these routes are used. Signage
and promotion was mentioned many times. As a pilot would it be feasible
to use portable lighted signs promoting such routes.
- Investigate traffic calming measures without using stop signs. It was
brought to my attention that a modified roundabout works wonders on long
through streets where traffic needs to be slowed down. The expense was
not great as the curb was reconfigured and an abutment put in the middle.
- Signage off major streets or collector streets indicating motorists should
watch for pedestrian and bicycle traffic
- Signage on major and collector streets if motorists are entering an area that
needs to be used for pedestrian and bicycle traffic

As part of this study, 1.5 m bike lanes are proposed on both the east and west
side of the roadway. In addition, as part of the proposed Transportation Master
Plan, pedestrian crossing upgrades are recommended for consideration for
the intersection of Springbank Avenue and Sprucedale Road.

Comments Specific to the B) Springbank Avenue North:

Designated a collector road

Marked bike lane north and south from Dundas to Devonshire

Considerations when developing the street
o Safe walking and bicycling – interconnecting at Springbank Avenue at
Sprucedale Road and Lansdowne Avenue and Sprucedale Road
o Discourage motorists from using Sprucedale Road as a through street
o
No left turns off Sprucedale on to Springbank Road
o
No left turn off Sprucedale Road on to Lansdowne Avenue
o Clearly mark Sprucedale Road as a cycling and walking area so
motorists are aware

P-11

The City of Woodstock and Oxford County have taken the step forward to put in
bicycle lanes on Springbank Avenue from Dundas to Devonshire. We believe
this is a good time for the citizens to work with our elected officials, city and
county administration in transportation, planning, health and parks areas. In a
perfect world and unlimited budget there would be separate lanes for
pedestrians, cyclists and motorized vehicles. Using our existing streets, transit
system and pathways it is felt that we can develop a feasible route for bicyclists
and pedestrians that could be used as an alternate transportation route in the
City of Woodstock. A suggestion has been made that an Advisory Committee
with the express purpose of developing such an alternate route and eventually a
detailed map be formed.
Email – June 18/10
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Sprucedale Avenue is classified as minor collector. Minor collector roads
mainly serve local trips and some through trips. Turn restrictions from this
roadway would not be appropriate.
Please be advised that the Project File for the Springbank Avenue North Class
Environmental Assessment Study, which was prepared in accordance with the
requirements of Schedule ‘B’ of the Municipal Class Environmental
Assessment process, will be filed. The Project File is being filed for a 30 day
review period as per the attached Notice, starting on Tuesday July 6, 2010.
In addition, you will receive notification when the Project File for the
Transportation Master Plan and Athlone Avenue Class EA is available for
public review.

RESPONSE
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I participated in PIC #1, submitted comments to which I received a reply and
then attended PIC #2 and have the following comments which I hope will be
seriously considered for inclusion in Woodstock’s Transportation Master Plan.

22 comments from PIC #1 is a very low response rate for a city of
approximately 35,000 residents. Although I asked for more advertising for
PIC #2, I did not see evidence of any improvement and I would like to know
more about the process and desire to gain wide public participation.
Advertisements in local papers were not in a language or format that made
readers feel there is a role for them in the process. I showed the ad from the
local free paper to several health professionals with advanced degrees. No
one recognized the notice as it blended in with the text and most felt it was a
call for tenders. Given that educated and community aware individuals had
this response, I ask that there be a review of the ‘marketing’ of the PIC and
you will do more than just meet the legal requirements by attempting a
serious campaign to reach a wider audience to gain true public participation.

Although mention is made of greater pedestrian and bicycle use, there is
nothing in the plan that deals directly with such changes. Missing from this
plan: analysis and recommendations based on study of the roadways,
intersections and travel patterns of pedestrians of all ages, and specifically
including children and seniors. For children, a 5 – 8 minute walk can be a
long distance to cross a busy road and therefore the children should be
consulted to determine what works for them. It is important to factor into
calculations the presence of a crossing guard only for brief periods in any
given weekday with none on the weekend, summer or during holidays.
There is a need to have reduced speed limits in school areas, before injuries
and accidents occur. The physical characteristics of the environment directly
influence walking behaviour, and for children, the ‘commute’ to school is a
major life activity. Children need to be part of the assessment of ‘walkability’
for best and informed practice.

There is no input from cyclists to have their expertise and perspective on the
needs for cyclists in the region, nor are there any specifics for a bicycle
network

I understand that this is American, but it seems to be a very appropriate
approach to the opportunity that Woodstock has in creating the
transportation master plan: "Bicycling and Walking facilities will be
incorporated into all transportation projects (new construction and
reconstruction) in all urbanized areas unless exceptional circumstances
exist" ( Bicycle and Pedestrian Design Guidance
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/bikeped/design.htm)
Many roads are to be reclassified and almost all are being lowered. How

was this decided? Please consider lowering Devonshire from an arterial to a
collector and transfer the truck route to 4 and 17 across the north side of
Pittock Lake, thus choosing from one County of Oxford Road for another to
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On behalf of the City of Woodstock, thank you for attending the June 9, 2010
Public Information Centre (PIC) #2 for the Woodstock Transportation Master
Plan and PIC for both the Springbank Avenue North Class Environmental
Assessment (EA) Study and Athlone Avenue Class EA Study.
With respect to your comments about the public notification, the City’s project
manager, Harold DeHaan, advises that we did receive your comment following
the first Public Information Center that you thought the notification was
insufficient. It was due to this comment that for PIC #2, even more notice was
completed than is usually done or required. The advertisements for PIC #2
th
rd
were included in four separate newspapers, the May 27 and June 3 editions
th
of the Oxford Review which everyone receives and the May 28 and June 4th
editions of the Woodstock Sentinel-Review, as well as a notice being placed
on the city’s website. In addition, individual notices were mailed to agencies
and local organizations such as the Woodstock BIA and Chamber of
Commerce, and to individual residences and businesses along Springbank
Avenue and Althone Avenue. A response of 22 comments submitted for PIC
#1 and an attendance of 30 at PIC #2 with comments still coming in is
considered quite good for these types of meetings and it is questionable
whether even more additional advertising would have increased the turnout. In
regards to the format of the ad not being clear, it should be noted that this
format is similar to all public notices done for past public meetings by the city
as well as similar to notices by other municipalities around Woodstock and
Southwestern Ontario. The format is designed to succinctly present the
necessary information as well as being in a format that is easily recognized as
a public notice. The ad clearly states that “Public Information Centre #2 has
been arranged to review and obtain public comments on the alternatives /
opportunities under consideration as well as the study recommendations”.
The TMP is recommending an educational program to promote active
transportation in the city. Included in this would be a program to develop
cycling skills for all individuals wanting to become responsible cyclists.
Additionally, there is agreement within the bicycling sector that by providing
safety improvements to a bicycle network, more individuals will begin using the
upgraded infrastructure and bicycle use will increase. Additionally a draft
pedestrian charter was introduced for possible adoption by the City of
Woodstock, which would also encourage active transportation. The PIC
showed presentations that included a suggestion for increased pedestrian
crossings. The 5-8 minute walking time referred to distance between two
crossings, and therefore the farthest walking distance to get to one of these
crossings would actually be half that time, which is quite reasonable. In
response to your comments regarding reduced speed limits, this has been
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be the main truck route system north of the city and have signing that directs
through trucks away from Devonshire but allows for local deliveries only.

Or do as suggested in “retrofitting urban arterials into complete streets” in
which all users of the street are considered and thus making it the first
‘complete street’ in Woodstock! And “explore ways to make urban
thoroughfares more pedestrian and bicycle friendly and respectful of the
surrounding community while not unduly compromising motor vehicle
travel.”
(http://www.urbanstreet.info/3rd_symp_proceedings/Retrofitting%20Urban%
20Arterials%20into%20Complete%20Streets.pdf
Thank you for considering my comments and requests. I look forward to working
together with all residents of Woodstock in making this city a great place to live
work and play!

noted and will be reviewed for the TMP.
The Woodstock Cycling Club was invited to PIC #1 by City staff, and members
subsequently received notice of PIC #2. They were asked to provide their
comments regarding the Transportation Master Plan and a potential cycling
network
Thank you for your input regarding the inclusion of bicycle and walking
facilities on all new projects. It has been noted and will be addressed in the
final report.
The reclassification of roads was determined based upon average daily traffic
levels, surrounding land use zones, roadway characteristics and previous
classification. It was determined that all County roads should remain classified
as arterial roads, as County roads are upper-tier roads that provide through
traffic access and mobility to external areas.
Many of the pedestrian friendly improvements mentioned in that article
involving complete streets are being recommended in the TMP, including
increased pedestrian crossing times at intersections, countdown clocks,
accessible pedestrian signals, and additional protected crossings.
Please be advised that you will receive notification when the Project File for
the Transportation Master Plan is available for public review.

P-12

Email - June 17/10

Re: Springbank Ave. at Devonshire
o Ensure truck turning radii are large enough at the intersection of
Springbank and Devonshire as trucks & semis heading south onto
Springbank must swing into the northbound left turn lane of Springbank
at Devonshire to have enough room to turn. Even doing this, they quite
often will have the rear axle run over the curb and sidewalk at the
south-west corner.

Re: Athlone and Mill
o Once again, if the curb radii are not large enough and lanes wide
enough, you will not have improved the road conditions.

Re: Bicycle Lanes
o A comment was made regarding the provision of physical barriers to
separate cyclist and vehicles – rubbish, not required.

MAILED RESPONSE – June 30/10
On behalf of the City of Woodstock, thank you for attending the June 9, 2010
Public Information Centre (PIC) #2 for the Woodstock Transportation Master
Plan and PIC for both the Springbank Avenue North Class Environmental
Assessment (EA) Study and Athlone Avenue Class EA Study.
Springbank Avenue between Devonshire Avenue and Nellis Street is not
intended for regular truck use, and as such, the roadway has been designed
accordingly. It will have regard to the presence of public service trucks, moving
vans, delivery vehicles, and the like. A proposed truck route system is included
as part of the Transportation Master Plan (TMP) Study. As identified in the
proposed TMP, trucks on Devonshire Avenue requiring southbound access in
the vicinity of Springbank Avenue have the option of using either County Road
4 or Huron Street (County Road 59).
The detail design of Springbank Avenue will have regard to the fact that trucks
will use the road on occasion for legitimate reasons.
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Thank you for your comments regarding the study for Athlone Avenue.
Because of the immediate requirements for the Springbank Avenue project all
comments for Athlone will be addressed at a later date.
Your comment regarding bicycle lanes is noted.
Please be advised that the Project File for the Springbank Avenue North Class
Environmental Assessment Study, which was prepared in accordance with the
requirements of Schedule ‘B’ of the Municipal Class Environmental
Assessment process, will be filed. The Project File is being filed for a 30 day
review period as per the attached Notice, starting on Tuesday July 6, 2010.
In addition, you will receive notification when the Project File for the
Transportation Master Plan and Athlone Avenue Class EA is available for
public review.
RESPONSE FOR ATHLONE CLASS EA
On behalf of the City of Woodstock, thank you for providing comments on the
Athlone Avenue Class Environmental Assessment (EA) Study.
Further to your comments, please note that the County of Oxford will be
undertaking a study for the section of Mill Street at Athlone Avenue. As part of
that study, the configuration and suitability for truck off-tracking at Athlone
Avenue will be reviewed.
You will receive notification when the Project File for the Athlone Avenue
Class EA is available for public

P-13

Should you have any further questions or comments, please do not hesitate to
contact the undersigned.
RESPONSE

Email - June 16, 2010
On June 9, 2010 at the public information session I discussed what I as a truck
driver view as a problem with the Emergency Detour Route (EDR) for the 401
which is also a regular route for trucking companies in the City.
The biggest problem is with the corner of Springbank turning onto Juliana
(Possible solution move utilities and signs then put in a right turn ramp big
enough to accommodate Longer Combination Vehicle (LCV) trucks so that they
will not have to enter the opposing lane in the event the 401 is closed in both
directions).

On behalf of the City of Woodstock, thank you for attending the June 9, 2010
Public Information Centre (PIC) #2 for the Woodstock Transportation Master
Plan and PIC for both the Springbank Avenue North Class Environmental
Assessment (EA) Study and Athlone Avenue Class EA Study.
The TMP will recommend the intersection of Juliana and Springbank be
reviewed for widening to accommodate turning large commercial vehicles in
both directions.
Further to your comments on Athlone Avenue, please note that the County of

McCORMICK RANKIN CORPORATION
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RESPONSE / FUTURE COURSE OF ACTION

Intersection of Mill and Athlone
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

As the intersection is now, when a truck is at the stop sign then a truck
turning right off of Mill cannot complete the turn without the trailer going into
the ditch.
Right turn ramp able to accommodate LCV’s
The proposed left turn lane onto Mill will help
Widening Mill by one lane at the intersection to accommodate left turns onto
Mill
Traffic activated traffic lights, with a sign at the top of the hill on southbound
Mill (prepare to stop when flashing)
Stop line for northbound Mill set back, so turning trucks are less likely to
come into contact with northbound vehicles

Oxford will be undertaking a study for the section of Mill Street at Athlone
Avenue. As part of that study, the configuration and suitability for truck offtracking at Athlone Avenue will be reviewed.
The southbound right turns from Springbank to Parkinson has been identified
as a location needing widening for truck turning movements and will be
recommended in the TMP for expansion.
MRC is currently reviewing our truck network to review alternatives for truck
routes in the area surrounding Oxford and Winniett Streets.
Please be advised that you will receive notification when the Project File for
the Transportation Master Plan and the Athlone Avenue Class EA is available
for public review.

Southbound Springbank to eastbound Parkinson put in right turn ramp for LCV’s
Should you have any further questions or comments, please do not hesitate to
contact the undersigned.

Ensure that Ramp from Athlone to Juliana is wide enough for LCV’s
The consultants are recommending that Oxford Street be used as a truck route
for trucks leaving the industrial section west of the C.P. tracks. As a driver I
strongly oppose this, I feel the street is too narrow and the safety of the children
living and going to school are in jeopardy due to the lack of width and the small
frontage for the houses. Vansittart Ave. and Ingersoll Ave. are at present better
suited to truck traffic.
The consultant mentioned the possibility of traffic lights being put on Dundas and
Vansittart, and that stopping trucks on the hill was a concern. The only concern I
have is when Dundas St. hill is icy.

P-14

A possible solution to the trucks in the area is for the City to purchase the
industrial land, as it is in a flood plain this could then be used for recreation
purposes.
Mail - June 16/10
The additions of consideration for pedestrian and cycling traffic were a step in
the right direction. I agree with your recommendation that the City needs to
develop a cycling network and adopt an active transportation charter for walking
and cycling. There were stretches of road that had the full range of being very
easy to add cycling lanes – to very difficult or involved more work in
infrastructure changes and most likely more money. It will be a challenge but one
that will benefit our residents and visitors alike.
Having Dundas St. – our main street! – used by trucks is not the most ideal.
Local traffic is fine and it is a direct route through the city. Routing most of the

McCORMICK RANKIN CORPORATION

RESPONSE
On behalf of the City of Woodstock, thank you for attending the June 9, 2010
Public Information Centre (PIC) #2 for the Woodstock Transportation Master
Plan and PIC for both the Springbank Avenue North Class Environmental
Assessment (EA) Study and Athlone Avenue Class EA Study.
Thank you for your support and comments regarding the pedestrian charter
and bicycle lanes.
By-passing truck traffic will be notified by signs to route around the city.

August 2010
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COMMENTS RECEIVED

RESPONSE / FUTURE COURSE OF ACTION

heavy trucks that are by-passing the City to other locations is a better idea

However, the downtown businesses depend on trucks to deliver merchandise
and therefore need a downtown access corridor to perform this function.

For Ontario examples of pedestrian/cycling projects look to www.8-80cities.org
or look at the great dedicated bike lanes Paris or Copenhagen has that have
decreased pedestrian deaths and injuries. The different solutions for different
speeds of traffic (walkers, bikers, buses, cars/trucks) helps everyone stay safe.

While cyclists sometimes prefer physical separation of bike lanes from
travelled lanes, research into statistics relating to bicycle collisions indicates
that only 5-10% of all car-bicycle collisions are car-overtaking-bicycle in
nature, which is the only type of collision that separated bike lanes are
intended to prevent if designed properly. Studies have indicated that
approximately 75-90% of all car-bike collisions involve turning or crossing
movements (i.e. at intersections). Studies have also indicated that there is a
greater incidence of injuries (approximately 25%) for cyclists on separated
cycle paths at intersections, because of the separation of bicycles (vehicles)
from motorized vehicles except at intersections and driveways. The main
cause of this is that cyclists are outside the flow of traffic on these paths and
therefore motorists are not expecting them to enter an intersection at high
speeds unexpectedly.
Furthermore, separated lanes also require more property, they are more
expensive to construct and they introduce other issues such as drainage,
cleaning of debris and snow ploughing. Finally, separated lanes interfere with
curb side activities such as efficient garbage and recycling pick up.
Please be advised that you will receive notification when the Project File for
the Transportation Master Plan is available for public review.

McCORMICK RANKIN CORPORATION
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ATTACHMENTS

ATTACHMENT A

NOTICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTRE #2
CITY OF WOODSTOCK
TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN
CLASS ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
THE STUDY
The City of Woodstock is undertaking a Transportation Master Plan (TMP) study. The
objective of the TMP is to develop a comprehensive plan that will:
!
!
!

review existing transportation infrastructure, and traffic operations and downtown
parking facilities
review future transportation system improvements to accommodate urban growth
and changes in travel characteristics in the City
develop an implementation strategy to satisfy short term and longer term
transportation needs.

THE PROCESS
This project is being undertaken as a Transportation Master Plan project under the
Municipal Engineers Association’s Municipal Class Environmental Assessment
(Amended 2007) and will fulfill Phase 1 and 2 of the Planning and Design Process
which is approved under the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act.
PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTRE #2
The first Public Information Centre (PIC) was held on January 26, 2010 to present and
receive input on the preliminary assessment of current and future transportation needs
and opportunities and to outline preliminary transportation strategies for consideration.
The needs and opportunities were reviewed in light of comments received, and
opportunities and alternatives have been developed and analysed in more detail.
Public Information Centre #2 has been arranged to review and obtain public comments
on the alternatives / opportunities under consideration as well as the study
recommendations.
Date:
Time:
Location:

Wednesday, June 9, 2010
6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Drop-in
7:00 p.m. Presentation
City Council Chambers, City Hall, 500 Dundas Street, Woodstock

COMMENTS
Information regarding the study may be found at www.city.woodstock.on.ca in the
Public Notices section of the City of Woodstock web site.
If you have any questions or comments or wish to be added to the study mailing list,
please contact:
Harold deHaan, P.Eng.
Deputy City Engineer
City of Woodstock
944 James Street
Woodstock, Ontario
N4S 0A7
Ph. 519-539-2382 ext. 3116
Fax 519-421-3250
Email hdehaan@city.woodstock .on.ca

Ted Gill, P.Eng, MCIP, RPP
Project Manager
McCormick Rankin Corporation
2655 North Sheridan Way
Mississauga, Ontario
L5K 2P8
Ph. 1-905-823-8500
Fax 1-905-823-8503
Email tgill@mrc.ca

May 25, 2010

Attention:
RE:

City of Woodstock
Transportation Master Plan
Springbank Ave. North (Devonshire to Dundas) Class EA Study
Athlone Ave. (From Mill St. Easterly) Class EA Study
Our File: W.O. 7622

Dear :
The City of Woodstock is undertaking a Transportation Master Plan (TMP),
under the Municipal Class Environmental Assessment process (Amended 2007).
The first Public Information Centre (PIC) was held on January 26, 2010 to
present and receive input on the preliminary assessment of current and future
transportation needs and opportunities and to outline preliminary transportation
strategies for consideration. The needs and opportunities were reviewed in light
of comments received, and opportunities and alternatives have been developed
and analysed in more detail.
PIC #2 has been arranged to review and obtain public comments on the
alternatives / opportunities under consideration as well as the study
recommendations. Please refer to the attached notice for further details. The
purpose of this letter is to invite you to the second PIC, which has been arranged
at the time and location noted below:
Date:
Time:
Location:

Wednesday, June 9, 2010
6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Drop-in
7:00 p.m. Presentation
City Council Chambers, City Hall, 500 Dundas Street, Woodstock

In addition, the City of Woodstock is intending to reconstruct Springbank
Avenue North between Devonshire Avenue and Dundas Street, as well as,
Athlone Avenue from Mill Street easterly approximately 1.1 km. Both projects
are being conducted in accordance with Schedule B of the Municipal Class EA
Act. Please refer to the attached notice for further details.
The PIC to review both projects is being held as a component of PIC #2 being
held for the Transportation Master Plan Study.

May 25, 2010
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Information regarding the studies may be found at www.city.woodstock.on.ca in the Public
Notices section of the City of Woodstock web site. If you have any questions or require
additional information regarding the above, please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned.
Yours very truly,
McCormick Rankin Corporation

Ted Gill
Project Manager, P.Eng, MCIP, RPP

Attachment
cc. Harold deHaan, P. Eng.
Deputy City Engineer
City of Woodstock

ATTACHMENT B

Woodstock Transportation Master Plan

Public Information Centre #2
6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday, June 9, 2010

WELCOME
-- Please Sign In -City of Woodstock

Purpose

Ì Welcome to the second Public Information Centre
(PIC) for the City of Woodstock’s Transportation
Master Plan.

Ì The purpose of this PIC is to review and obtain public
comments on the alternatives / opportunities under
consideration as well as the study recommendations.

Ì In addition, PIC’s are being held for two road
reconstruction project, Springbank Avenue North and
Athlone Avenue, as a component of this PIC. For
further information on these projects, please refer to
the display panels for each project.

Ì There are representatives from the City of
Woodstock, County of Oxford, and McCormick
Rankin Corporation (consultants) available to discuss
the project with you.

Ì Please ask questions and share your opinions with
us. We also encourage you to complete a comment
sheet before leaving, although you may also take
one away to send in to us later.
City of Woodstock

EA Study Approach

Ì The Transportation Master Plan study is following the
Municipal Class EA process:
 Approved process under the Ontario Environmental
Assessment Act
 The Master Plan Process follows Phases 1 and 2 of
the Municipal Class EA
 Includes consultation with stakeholders and the
public during the process
 Part II Order request (Bump–Up) appeal process
would be available for the Schedule B Projects
flowing from the Master Plan, but not the Master
Plan itself

City of Woodstock

PIC #1 Summary
Ì
Ì

The first Public Information Centre (PIC) was held on
January 26, 2010.
The purpose of that PIC was to:
-

Ì
Ì

Ì

Present the study scope
Provide a preliminary assessment of current and future
transportation needs and opportunities
Outline preliminary transportation strategies for consideration
Obtain input from the public and stakeholders on transportationrelated issues

Approximately 25 people attended the PIC and
22 comments were received.
The comments were primarily focused on:
-

Need for additional and/or wider sidewalks
Need for signalized pedestrian crosswalks
Need to establish a cycling network
Improvements for cyclist safety
Need for improvements or signals at some intersections
Need for a truck by-pass route to avoid downtown
Changes to parking policy
Criteria for Para-Transit and Para-Taxi
Existing rail crossings

Many comments demonstrate a public desire to put
greater priority on providing for active transportation
and pedestrian amenities. This is consistent with
promoting a sustainable transportation hierarchy,
with priority for pedestrians, cyclists, transit, highoccupancy vehicles, and lastly single-occupant
vehicles in descending order.
City of Woodstock

Traffic Operations

Ì Traffic demand was assessed for present and future
conditions for both intersection level of service and
for network performance on a screenline basis
Ì Intersection level of service is based on traffic volume
relative to available capacity (V/C ratio) and on
average vehicle delay
Ì Network performance at screenlines (logical
groupings of roadways in the same geographic area)
is based on V/C ratios
Ì Levels of service are categorized as A to F, with A
being free-flow conditions with minimal delay, and F
being very congested conditions with stop and go
traffic, long queues at intersections, and long
average delay
Ì A pictorial example of Levels of service A through F
for a freeway is illustrated below

City of Woodstock

Traffic Operations (Continued)

Ì A substantial list of locations and intersections were
identified by City staff, stakeholders and the public
for review
Ì All identified locations were analysed, and a
comprehensive table indicating the findings and the
proposed actions will be included in the Project File
Report for the Transportation Master Plan
Ì Significant locations and findings are addressed
specifically in the displays; in all other locations it is
recommended that the situations be monitored, e.g.
traffic counts, collisions

City of Woodstock

Traffic Operations (Continued)

Ì Traffic operations were assessed for existing
conditions and existing traffic signal timings at
signalized intersections using simulation software
Ì All assessed intersections are currently operating at
an acceptable level of service, although several
turning movements are experiencing above average
delay:
- northbound left turning movement at the intersection
of Springbank and Devonshire in the morning peak
- southbound left turning movement at the intersection
of Vansittart and Dundas in the afternoon peak

Ì Signal timing plans and coordination between

adjacent traffic signals were then optimized within the
simulation software, and the result is that all
assessed intersections and turning movements may
operate at an acceptable level of service (LOS C),
although the improvement at Dundas/Vansittart
would be quite modest, as it is unsignalized
Ì The modified signal timing plans and coordination
plans will be recommended to the traffic operations
service provider for the City of Woodstock and
County of Oxford for detailed review and potential
implementation
City of Woodstock

Rail Crossings

Ì As part of this study, railway crossings were reviewed
Ì Road-rail crossings are evaluated based on an
Exposure Index:
-

Exposure Index (EI) = Annual Daily Traffic x No. of Trains
if the EI exceeds 5,000, there is a warrant for gates
if the EI exceeds 200,000, there is a warrant for a grade
separation

Ì Based on the evaluation of the warrants at road-rail

crossings, the following locations were identified based
on the Exposure Index:
-

Grade separation at Wilson Street and the CN tracks
Gates at County Road 4 and the CP tracks near CR17

Ì The timing of improvements is the responsibility of the
County of Oxford, but Mill Street, Henry Street, and
Springbank Avenue provide grade-separated
alternatives to Wilson Street, and it is common for
grade separations to await funding

Wilson Street

City of Woodstock

County Road 4

Rail Crossing of Hunter Street

Ì A closure suggested by the rail operator would create
a road network west of the closure with two accesses
to Dundas Street and a cul-de-sac of an acceptable
length
Ì Emergency services to the area could be affected if
Dundas Street were to be blocked frequently of for
long periods, which is not be appropriate for a
primary road
Ì There are pros and cons to closing Hunter Street at
the Ontario Southland Railway crossing, but it is
more a public safety and risk issue rather than a
Transportation Master Plan issue

City of Woodstock

Implications of Growth on Travel

Ì Population growth in the City of Woodstock is
projected primarily in the following areas:
-

North-west Woodstock – East and west of Highway 59,
south of Oxford Road 17.
North-east Woodstock – East of Lansdowne Ave, north of
Devonshire Ave.
South-west Woodstock – North-west of Athlone Ave and
south-east of Pembler’s Pass/Mill St.

Ì Employment growth is projected primarily in the
following areas:
-

-

-

South Woodstock – Projected industrial growth is expected
in the long-term south of Parkinson Rd and south of
Patullo Ave and east of Norwich Ave
South-west Woodstock – There is projected industrial
growth between Ingersoll Rd and Bower Hill Rd, south
west of Anderson St.
East Woodstock – Employment at the Toyota plant is
projected to double with construction of a Phase II plant.
East Woodstock – Additional industrial lands are projected
to be developed south of Oxford Rd 2 and east of Oxford
Rd 4.

City of Woodstock

Implications of Growth on Travel
(Continued)

Ì Existing conditions to the five year horizon (2016):
-

-

-

An increase in travel westbound along Main St/Hounsfield
St/James St, concurrent with modest growth through the
downtown core on Dundas Street due to development and
redevelopment
An increase in travel southbound along Oxford Rd 4 and
westbound Parkinson Road to and from the industrial
lands south of Parkinson Road
An increase in travel along the western and eastern ends
of Devonshire in the areas of residential growth
An increase in travel along Juliana and Athlone resulting
from the new hospital and residential growth

Ì Between the five year and 20 year horizon (2031):
-

-

An increase in travel heading to and from the Toyota Plant
(specifically the Phase II access area).
Further increases in travel towards the growth in industrial
lands south of Parkinson Road (along Springbank and
Beards Lane)
Further increases in travel along Juliana, Athlone and
Finkle south-west towards the areas of additional
development.

City of Woodstock

Traffic Operations Forecasts

Ì Forecasts of traffic operations and network
performance were conducted for the five year and
twenty year time horizons – 2016 and 2031
Ì Traffic growth was conservatively assumed at 2% per
year for the first five years, and 1% per year over the
next fifteen years for the twenty year horizon, having
regard to where residential, commercial, and
industrial growth is projected to occur
Ì For the five year time horizon, it is projected that
overall, the assessed intersections will operate at an
acceptable level of service and delay, although three
lower priority movements at different locations are
projected to operate at LOS D
Ì For the twenty year time horizon, some operational
and geometric improvements will be required for the
intersections to operate at an acceptable LOS:
-

Addition of traffic signals at Dundas and Vansittart
Addition of traffic signals at Devonshire and Clarke
Addition of through lanes at Dundas and Springbank
Addition of capacity on Devonshire between Clarke and
Springbank
Improvements to eastbound and westbound turning lanes
at Dundas and Wilson/Huron

City of Woodstock

Network Performance Forecasts

Ì Network simulations were performed using software
called VISUM and with a fairly detailed traffic zone
system and road network, and results were
generated for screenlines
Ì For both the present and for 2016, it is projected that
all screenlines will operate at LOS C or better, i.e.
V/C ratios of 0.8 or less with stable conditions and
acceptable levels of service
Ì For 2031, it is projected that the two screenlines –
north of Hwy 401 and west of north Springbank - will
operate at LOS E, i.e. V/C ratios between 0.9 and
1.0, but all other screenlines will operate at LOS C or
better
Ì With selected widenings of Mill Street and Norwich
Avenue north of Highway 401, and capacity
improvements to Dundas Street and/or Towerline
Road west of Highway 401, the screenline will
operate at LOS C or better
Ì With a widening of Devonshire to a 4/5 lane crosssection, the screenline west of Springbank will
operate at LOS C or better

City of Woodstock

400-Series Highway Corridors

Ì Additional ramp connections to and from Highway
403 near Highway 401 would provide limited benefit
relative to the cost, and may not be supported by the
Province for technical and traffic operations reasons
Ì As an alternative, signing changes should be
instituted on Highway 403 approaching Woodstock to
indicate that County Road 55 leads to Woodstock

Ì The Highway 401 corridor must be protected for
widening in future, and it is recommended that future
development and redevelopment be planned with no
access to Mill Street, Norwich Avenue, Parkinson
Road, and Dundas Street within 200m of an existing
ramp terminal, recognizing that the MTO also has
permit and access control within 400m of a
designated controlled-access highway (CAH) for all
development, and within 800m of a designated
controlled-access highway (CAH) for large traffic
generators
City of Woodstock

Truck Routes

Ì It is recommended that a permissive-sign truck route
system be implemented (green circle signing)
Ì County of Oxford roads should form the backbone of the
truck route system, signed for through truck movements
Ì Signing changes should be instituted on Highway 403
approaching Woodstock to indicate that County Road
55 leads to Woodstock
Ì Additional signing should be provided to direct through
trucks away from Dundas Street in the Downtown, but
Dundas Street should be part of the truck route system
to adequately serve the Downtown area
Ì Provision of truck routes would be necessary to provide
access to the industrial area at the west end of Ingersoll
Avenue - it is recommended that Tecumseh Street
provide the route to/from the north, and Winniett /
Ingersoll / Oxford provide the routes to/from the south,
but with “Local Access” signing and 40 km/hr speed
limits to minimize through truck traffic
Ì A recommended truck route system is shown on the
next panel, but intersection/radius improvements should
be completed before implementation at three locations:
Devonshire / Vansittart; Devonshire / Huron; and,
Springbank / Parkinson
City of Woodstock
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Road Classifications

Ì The classification of roadways is as follows:
-

Arterial – Large volume of traffic. Adjacent property access
is constrained
Collector – Moderate to large volume of traffic. Adjacent
property access is available
Minor Collector – Low to moderate volume of traffic.
Adjacent property access is readily available
Local – Low volume of traffic. Adjacent property access is
main purpose

Ì The Official Plan designates some roadways as a

higher-order road or lower-order road than their
current and future function would indicate, and it is
recommended that consideration be given to
reclassifying some roadways
Ì However, the current road allowance widths set out
in the Official Plan for collector roads of 20m – 26m
may be insufficient in some instances to support both
transportation for all modes and urban design
objectives, so it is recommended that consideration
be given to increasing the upper width of the range to
30m

City of Woodstock

Road Classifications (Continued)

Ì The following list describes the recommended
changes in classifications to certain roads in the City
of Woodstock:
-

-

-

-

-

-

Dundas St (Mill St to Huron St): change from an arterial to a collector Æ
serves as a multi-purpose street in the downtown area
Ingersoll Ave (Tecumseh St to Huron St): change from an arterial to a
collector Æ serves a residential area and an employment area
Wellington St (Devonshire Ave to Henry St): change from an arterial to a
collector Æ not attractive for through movement, direct residential access
Vansittart Ave (Devonshire Ave to Dundas St): change from an arterial to a
collector Æ serves a residential area, would assist reducing through traffic
on Dundas Street
Springbank Ave (Devonshire Ave to Dundas St): change from an arterial to
a collector Æ equal balance between access to primarily residential area
and service for through traffic to other neighbourhoods
Lansdowne Ave (Nellis St to Dundas St): change from an arterial to a
collector Æ maintains continuity of the collector system north of Nellis
Springbank Ave and Lansdowne Ave (Devonshire to north extents): change
from a collector to a minor collector Æ primary purpose is to provide access
to the residential area north of Devonshire
Juliana Dr (Mill St to Springbank Ave): change from a collector/local to an
arterial Æ direct access is controlled, serves hospital and large commercial
centres
Athlone Ave (Mill St to Juliana Dr): change from a minor collector to a
collector Æ Athlone is part of the proposed truck route system and provides
access to the new hospital
Nellis St (Huron St to Clarke St): change from a minor collector to a
collector Æ along with Ingersoll, provides alternative to Dundas for some
trips

Ì The recommended network classification system is
shown on the next slide
City of Woodstock

Best Practice for Traffic Control Devices

Ì Either traffic signals, all-way stop control, or partial
stop control should be used where warranted at
intersections, and intersection pedestrian signals
(IPS) or mid-block pedestrian signals should be used
where warranted for protected pedestrian crossings
of primary roads.
Ì Traffic signals for new installations and
modernizations should include countdown pedestrian
heads and user-selectable audible signals for all
crosswalks
Ì Where traffic signals are fully or partially actuated,
i.e. some traffic signal phases are only invoked when
vehicles are detected (currently 11 intersections in
Woodstock), the use of video imaging vehicle
detection systems (VIVDS) should be considered for
replacing detection loops cut into the pavement over
time, as they are now more cost-effective and
flexible, e.g. able to better sense bicycles

City of Woodstock

Best Practice for Traffic Control Devices
(Continued)

Ì Marked crosswalks should only be provided where
there is a traffic control device or a school crossing
guard and signing
Ì Pedestrian refuge islands should not be routinely used,
but may be considered on collector and minor collector
roads where they may serve particular destinations, but
crosswalk markings should not be used
Ì Many crosswalk treatments have been tried in many
jurisdictions, but ladder markings are gaining favour as
a cost-effective and very visible crosswalk treatment in
locations of higher pedestrian activity, where there is
significant interaction between pedestrians and
vehicles, and where enhanced visibility is required
Ì Crosswalk lengths should be minimized through the use
of sidewalk bump-outs where feasible

www.pedbikeimages.org / Dan Burden

City of Woodstock

Pedestrian Crossings of Primary Roads

Ì It is recommended that pedestrian crossings on
primary roads be a maximum of approximately 500
metres apart (about a 5 – 8 minute walk) where there
are nearby land uses that are desired origins and
destinations and would attract significant pedestrian
traffic, and in the downtown area this spacing should
be reduced to approximately 300 metres (about a 3 – 5
minute walk)
Ì A review of primary roads was undertaken to
determine where there are significant distances
between controlled pedestrian crossings, and nine
locations throughout the city were identified for
potential protected pedestrian crossings, including one
location in the downtown core and four locations which
are currently monitored by a school crossing guard
Ì There are additional locations that show potential need
(spacing > 500 m) for pedestrian crossings, but fall
short due to other factors (close proximity to existing
crossing guard locations, no land use on one side that
would attract pedestrians, low main street volumes, not
in close proximity to primary schools/other institutions)

City of Woodstock

Pedestrian Crossings of Primary Roads
(Continued)

Ì The recommended traffic control device for pedestrian
crossings is an Intersection Pedestrian Signal (IPS), or
a mid-block pedestrian signal if there is no suitable
side street intersection nearby
Ì Potential locations, subject to more detailed
investigation and preparation of warrants by the City,
are as follows:
-

Clarke St and Warwick St
Dundas St and York St
Huron St near the Salvation Army Store
Springbank Ave and Sprucedale Rd
Springbank Ave and Lansdowne Ave
Clarke St and Sloane St
Devonshire Ave and Brompton Ave
Devonshire Ave and Valleyview St
Alice St and Aileen Dr
Mill St and Fifth Ave

City of Woodstock

The Pedestrian Domain
Ì Sidewalks should be provided on both sides of every road,
but exceptions may be made for cul-de-sacs, where
residential densities are very low, and on very low volume
residential roads, where sidewalks on one side may be
considered
Ì Recommended best practice for sidewalk widths is 1.5m
minimum where not against the curb, or 2m minimum
where against the curb
Ì In areas with greater demand, such as in the Downtown,
greater widths (2.4m to 3m) are recommended
Ì In commercial areas and near hospitals and nursing
homes, 2.4m is recommended
Ì Where pedestrian volumes are expected to be high, such
as near the proposed transit terminal, widths greater than
3m may be necessary
Ì Buffer areas / boulevards of 0.6 to 1.2m on local and
collector roads, and 1.5 to 1.8m on arterial roads,
sidewalks on both sides of roadways within urban area
Ì Many municipalities have enacted a pedestrian charter
based on internationally recognized principles, and it is
recommended that the City of Woodstock Council consider
doing so
Ì A sample pedestrian charter based on one enacted by
municipalities in Halton Region follows on the next panel
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Draft Pedestrian Charter
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The City of Woodstock actively encourages a culture of
walking in all parts of our community. This charter explains
what we stand for and what we value as a healthy, active
community.
Accessibility
Walking helps to create a richer social life and makes it possible for all of us to take
part in the life of our community. The City values easy access to our streets,
squares, buildings, and public transit and assists in removing physical and social
barriers so that opportunities to walk to these places are available to all.
Well Designed and Managed Spaces and Places
We believe our city is a place that promotes a healthy, convenient, and attractive
environment. It is tailored to the needs of all so that everyone can enjoy public areas
in comfort and safety, away from noise and pollution.
Better Walking Routes and Networks
A well-connected network of walking routes that are direct and easy to follow
encourages walking. The City works to provide safe, comfortable, attractive and
well-maintained routes that link all the places we need to go, such as homes, shops,
schools, parks, and public transit.
Land Use Planning that Supports Walking
Our planning decisions place importance on active transportation and include smart
growth principles. Our future community designs will include mixed spaces,
increased density and more public green spaces that will reduce our dependency on
cars and make walking the preferred choice.
Community Safety
The City values safe routes and infrastructure that prevent accidents. This includes
well designed streets that manage traffic, reduce vehicle speeds in residential areas
and around schools and lessen the impact of busy roads to create pleasant, safe
and convenient walking routes within the city.
A Culture of Walking
Our leaders will do what is needed to promote a culture of walking in our city and
actively encourage all members of the community to walk whenever and wherever
they can as part of their daily lives.
A community that supports walking improves the quality of life for all of its
members and contributes to a vibrant, livable Woodstock.
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Cycling

Ì Implementation of a cycle network is recommended
Ì In a mature cycle network, marked bike lanes would
be used for arterial and collector roads, and may be
considered for minor collector roads, but there will
be interim periods during which marked bike lanes
in some sections will not be possible prior to a road
widening, and “sharrows” will be required in the
interim
Ì Sharrows are used for shared
lanes, for locations where
cyclists must occupy the lane
(single file), or where there is
a specific conflict location such
as at ramps or turn lanes
Ì Portions of a cycle network could be established in
stages where bike lines are feasible, but when
sharrows are introduced, it is recommended that a
substantial number with a wide geographic
distribution be established all at once, with robust
media coverage and a public awareness campaign,
to heighten awareness and understanding of the
use of sharrows in a cycle network
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Cycling (Continued)

Ì A base network should include cycling facilities with a
minimum 2km spacing, with a denser more varied
network in the mature urban core area
Ì A review of existing primary roadways reveals that
there are many road sections where cycle lanes could
be marked without affecting the existing roadway
characteristics, and many other road sections where
cycle lanes could be implemented through changes in
pavement markings and/or curbside
regulations/parking
Ì A substantial base cycling network utilizing most of
these road sections has been developed, utilizing City
roads where possible
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Downtown Parking

Ì Existing scheme is largely 2-hour free parking, plus
some longer-term paid or permit parking lots
Ì The existing on-street and off-street parking usage is
currently somewhat lower than several years ago
Ì Off-street lot usage is just under 50% of capacity
Ì On-street usage is just under 60% of capacity
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Parking Policy

Ì A review of best practices in similar-sized cities was
undertaken, and the current policies in Woodstock are
generally in line with other municipalities

Ì Free parking is considered important to downtown
businesses, especially when the economy is fragile
and beginning to recover, and it is recommended that
2-hour free parking be continued

Ì The cost of parking of $1.00 per day is lower than
comparable municipalities, and it is recommended that
it be increased to $0.25 per hour to a maximum of
$2.00 per day, meaning that variable time duration for
paid lots be introduced

Ì In time, as demand warrants, prime higher demand onstreet parking spaces in the Downtown may be
converted to paid parking

Ì Re-parking is an issue that should be addressed
through enhanced enforcement plus a recommended
policy of no free re-parking within a 4-hour period
within the Downtown
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Transit and Para-transit

Ì The existing transit, para-transit, and para-taxi
service is appropriate for Woodstock
Ì It is recommended that the City continue to monitor
best practices, affordability, options for sustainable
funding for off-peak service, hybrid systems such as
trans-cab or limited evening service augmented by
taxi, and the potential impact of transportation
demand management (TDM) including ridesharing,
bike and car rental
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Next Steps

Ì All comments received will be considered carefully by
the project team and study recommendations
modified if appropriate
Ì A Project File Report will be prepared for the
Transportation Master Plan and it will advertised and
filed for public review
Ì The Master Plan itself is not subject to Part II Order
requests to the Minister of the Environment, but the
separate Schedule B projects are (see separate
displays)
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We Value Your Input

Ì Please let us know your thoughts by completing a
Comment Sheet.

Ì Completed sheets can either be dropped in the box
provided or submitted by mail, fax or email by Friday
June 18, 2010 to:
Ted Gill, P. Eng., MCIP, Project Manager
McCormick Rankin Corporation
2655 North Sheridan Way
Mississauga, Ontario L5K 2P8
Phone: 1-905-823-8500
Fax: 1-905-823-8503
Email: tgill@mrc.ca
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